of them graphically presented, of National Socialism. So explicit are some of the scenes, particularly the ones in the Ravensbriicker Ballade, that the most natural reaction one experiences is a wincing grimace. When contemporary film clips and tape-recorded sounds of torment are added as montage effects in this most technically modern of Zinner's plays, the result must be anything but balladesque.
For the most part Zinner writes traditional five-act drama; the only consistent innovation is her use of the word Bild for scenes and the consecutive numbering of these Bilder throughout the five acts of each play. Several of the dramas are so rich in incident and so lengthy as to resemble prose narratives and rarely are other conventions like unity of time or place upheld.
Zinner's great strength lies in the natural tone and readability of these plays, particularly Cafehaus Paver, which takes place in Nazi-occupied Vienna before the war and General Landt. which also predominately takes place before the war begins.
Russian characters are consistently lionized as heroes or heroines in these plays and Fascists of every stripe condemned.
The corrupting and dehumanizing force of National Socialism, as well as its horrors, is amply illustrated in these plays which are presented by the editor as perennially popular and as a timeless addition to the canon of GDR drama. 
Erlis

